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Agenda of the Workshop
1st April
17:30 – 18:00 Presentation of the process done
2nd April
09:00 – 09.40 Presentation and discussion on general comments received
09:40 – 10.40 Presentation of comments received on the single objectives
10:40 – 11:00 Coffee break
11:00 – 12.30 Brainstorming on Expected Results, Responsibilities, Resources and Monitoring
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch
14:00 – 15:30 Brainstorming on Expected Results, Responsibilities, Resources and Monitoring
(2nd round)
15:30 – 16:00 Coffee break
16:00 – 17:00 Summary, next steps, closure of the WG meeting
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PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS
IN THE AP DEVELOPMENT
• To keep the structure similar to the action plan on sustainable forest management
• To consider this AP not the AP of the entire transport protocol, but rather to focus on
those aspects related to TRANSGREEN
• To merge aspects related to mobility with those related to ecological connectivity
• To start from the point of view of the different stakeholders involved and clustering the
different aspects highlighted by them
• The draft of the AP circulated to PPs is based on the Workshop held in Bratislava in
September 2018 during the previous meeting of TRANSGREEN
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From Budapest to Budapest

May 2018 - Budapest
•

Why an Action Plan is needed

•

Confirmation/Identification of main topics to be included

•

Prioritization

•

Collection of National Reports

→ Draft Strategic Action Plan 1, 6 strategic objectives, CC and national actions
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From Budapest to Budapest

September 2018 – Bratislava
• Session aiming at collecting inputs on the proposed first version of the draft of the
Strategic Action Plan (SAP)
• World Café – 6 tables, discussion on objectives and actions
→ Collection of inputs, removal of national actions

→ Draft 2, 6 objectives, only CC actions
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From Bratislava to Budapest

April 2019 – Budapest
• Session aiming at collecting inputs on the proposed second version of the draft of the
Strategic Action Plan (SAP)
• Presentation of comments received and requests of change
• Confirmation of strategic objectives and actions
• Definition of timing – is 3 years feasible or too optimistic? What are the main barriers that
may block the implementation?
• Definition of responsibilities, resources, funding and monitoring
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From Budapest to Budapest
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GENERAL COMMENTS
FROM MEMBER STATES
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Czech Republic
•

•
•

we consider having 51 actions to be achieved in 3 years to be very ambitious. Next to
further elaboration of expected results, responsibilities, resources, monitoring, etc. (as
explained in your accompanying email), the WG might be asked, in our opinion, to reflect
on the number of actions.
In this respect, we believe that the SAP should not include actions which will already have
been implemented by the time the SAP is adopted (in 2020).
As regards specific country actions we prefer them not to be included in the document.
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Romania
•

The action plan, in my understanding, should refer to the implementation of the Transport
Protocol. As it is formulated, it involves the achievement of strategic objectives related to
other areas of the Carpathian Convention - biodiversity, environment, human resources,
education, etc.

•

Under Article 17 (3), 3. of the Protocol on Transport, each Party shall designate a relevant
national authority responsible for its implementation. In our case, I think that the relevant
authorities will be the ministries of transport. It is difficult for the ministries of transport to
manage the actions of other ministries. I would like to underline that, in order to obtain
the approval of the SAP, at the level of the Romanian Ministry of Transport, the points of
view of the specialized departments (organized on each mode of transport) should be
obtained, which will not be able to formulate opinions on non- in their field of activity.

•

I believe that each strategic objective should have been addressed through the four
modes of transport and multimodal transport, thus being adapted to the Transport
Protocol. In my opinion, as the SAP project is presented, it seems to be more like a
common protocol with the other sectors of Carpathian Convention.

•

Nowhere in the Transport Protocol does it talk about the TRANSGREEN and Connectgreen
projects. As a result, some explanations should be introduced in the preamble about the
10
objectives and purposes of these projects and the connection with Carpathian Convention
and Transport Protocol.

INTRODUCTION
Poland
•

"introduction" is only an explanatory information for
the participants of further work on the Strategic
Action Plan and will not be a part of (preamble) the
document adopted by the COP

•

2021-2023: ambitious but it could be difficult plan to
implement, especially when it comes to a number of
documents planned

•

It is equally important on what basis the future
development of road infrastructure was planned,
what plans were taken into account?
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS
ON SINGLE OBJECTIVES
FROM MEMBER STATES
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OBJECTIVE N° 1
Poland
•

In this chapter there is a noticeable lack of reference
to national institutions and agencies competent for
nature conservation, dealing with the collection,
processing and use of data on biodiversity, ecological
communication, like administration or research and
scientific institutions

•

it would be useful to clarify the abbreviations in the
footnote
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OBJECTIVE N° 2
Ukraine
•

add new wording into the Task 2 after the
words "Natura 2000 sites" with the
following: "components of the Emerald
network, UNESCO World Heritage
Properties ...“

Poland
•

the record requires reformulation because
there are no different professions with such
names - they are all planners (with different
specialties). We suggest e.g. wording like
„for planners (of spatial, transport,
environmental specialization).

•

We propose to add additional, territorial
impact assessment and explanation in the
footnote.

Slovakia
•

add “and other sites of international
importance”

•

Change “comma” in “par.”
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OBJECTIVE N° 3
Poland
•

it is not clear what the conclusion implies
such wording

•

according to some opinions, previous
objective 3 was less important than
objectives 4, 5 and 6, so we suggest that it
should be moved as the last strategic
objective.

Slovakia
•

It is about Green Infrastructure, not GIS
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OBJECTIVE N° 4

Czech
•

Proposal of words

Poland
• in our opinion, there may be a problem with the
implementation over three years
•

Not corridor strategy, but strategy for
corridor development

• So far, there has been VASICA. Now there is
prepared the Carpathian Strategy. Are we
talking about yet another document?
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OBJECTIVE N° 5
Poland
• in our opinion, such wording will not
particularly expose and limit activity under
strategic objective 6 only to these two exact
projects
• Misunderstanding of the spatial planning
concept. Both, road and open areas planning
are subject of spatial planning - drawing up
and adopting national, regional and local
plans
• We suggest considering a supplement to the
above strategy by point regarding the
development of infrastructure related to
electromobility and alternative fuels. It
creates a unique opportunity to develop the
infrastructure related to electromobility and
alternative fuels, which will allow and attract
to move around the territory with cleaner
vehicles and without worrying about the
range anxiety. Currently, the document lacks
references to electromobility and alternative
17
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OBJECTIVE N° 5
Poland
• this strategy should be a part of the common
development strategy for the Carpathians,
referred to above in point 5.5
•

as above, we talk on preparation and
designing of infrastructure (transport), but
not infrastructural preparation and
designing.

•

Both in this and in the next point we are
talking about the national biodiversity plans ,
are there the same plans? Why do we
distinguish them from the plans listed in the
next item? If there is no special reason to
expose these plans – this point and the next
one should be merged.

•

it is unclear what we mean by infrastructure
services provided by natural ecosystems?
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OBJECTIVE N° 6
Poland
• according to some opinions, this objective is
less important than objectives 4, 5 and 6, so
we suggest that it should be moved as the
last strategic objective
• as we understand it is planning of
infrastructure (transport), but not
infrastructural planning
• this point is rather about increasing the
involvement of the public partners rather
than the authors of the plans. We propose
more universal wording.
• To whom are trainings addressed?
Ukraine
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS
ON SINGLE OBJECTIVES
FROM EXPERTS
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GENERAL COMMENTS
Lazaros + Radu
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Lazaros & Radu
Comment 1

The change to the
sequence is for
following from the more
general to more
concrete actions
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Lazaros & Radu
Comment 2

Important to
include these
permeable
sectors into
the wildlife
corridors
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Lazaros & Radu
Comment 3
Added
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Lazaros & Radu
Comment 4
I feel the need for a more
simple and direct
formulation to reflect the
fact that harmonization of
transport is critical but
without other sectoral
harmonization could be
meaningless

Workshops are a good
tools for increasing
capacity as need and
objective but there are
other tools as well…
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Lazaros & Radu
Comment 5
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Lazaros & Radu
Comment 6

Are all these outputs or results
of
TransGreen
and
ConnectGreen project?
Some of them are:
- typical obligations of the CC
partners
- general recommendations
(maybe connected with the
Recommendations
of
the
TransGreen)

I suggest to creative one more
objective with CC immediate
next steps and to have clear
reference of all TransGreen and
ConnectGreen outputs.
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Lazaros & Radu
Comment 6
Strategic Obj 7 (CC next steps)

ConnectGreen output (?)

Strategic Obj 7 (CC next steps)

ConnectGreen output (?)

Recommendation

STEP,
Harmon,
SaveGreen etc.
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BRAINSTORMING ON EXPECTED
RESULTS, RESPONSIBILITIES,
RESOURCES AND MONITORING
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EXPECTED RESULTS
Definition:
concrete outputs that are achieved by the adoption of the action. Following the
"if-then" logic, this means that „if this activity X is carried out, then these
results are expected.
Features:
There is not a biunivocal relationship between action and result:
- An action can imply more than one result
- An action can have no practical results, since it is only preparatory for other
actions
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EXPECTED RESULTS
Example: the STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
PROTOCOL ON SUSTAINABLE FOREST
MANAGEMENT (BRATISLAVA, 2011)

An action can have no practical results

An action can imply more than one result:
in this case, 10
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RESOURCES
Definition:
A stock or supply of money, materials, staff, and other assets that can be drawn
on by a person or organization in order to function effectively.
Resources can be:
• People
• Equipment
• Facilities
• Funding

https://www.saviom.com
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RESPONSIBILITIES
Definition:
All actors involved in the development of a specific action
The list has to be comprehensive (including all potential actors involved) and
should take into account:
• the different bodies (e.g., ministry, NGO, private sector)
• the different roles (e.g., implementation, monitoring, support)
• the geographical scale considered (e.g., national or local level)
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MONITORING
Definition:
Supervising activities in progress to ensure they are on-course and on-schedule
in meeting the objectives and performance targets.

Define a Road Map harmonizing expected Results – Resources - Responsibilities

https://www.open-contracting.org
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DISCUSSION
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NEXT STEPS
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